Abstract-The estimation of time-varying instantaneous frequency for monocomponent signals with incomplete set of samples is considered. A suitable time-frequency distribution reduces the nonstationary signal into a local sinusoid over the lag variable prior to Fourier transform. Accordingly, the observed spectral content becomes sparse and suitable for compressive sensing reconstruction in the case of missing samples. Although the local bilinear or higher order autocorrelation functions will increase the number of missing samples, the analysis shows that accurate instantaneous frequency estimation can be achieved even if we deal with only few samples, as long as the auto-correlation function is properly chosen to coincide with signal's phase non-linearity. Additionally, by employing the sparse signal reconstruction algorithms, the ideal time-frequency representations are obtained. The presented theory is illustrated on several examples dealing with different auto-correlation functions and corresponding time-frequency distributions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Signals characterized by the instantaneous frequency (IF) laws arise in many sensing modalities and applications, including radar, biomedicine, ultrasound, and communications. The IF is typically estimated using quadratic or higher order time-frequency distributions (TFD) [1] - [4] , which are obtained as the Fourier transforms of the second or higher order local autocorrelation functions (LAFs). In order to produce highly localized energy distributions, these functions must locally approximate a sinusoidal signal at each time sample. The sinusoidal frequencies over shifted data windows constitute the signal's overall IF characteristics. For chirp signals, in order to generate a sinusoid, it suffices to calculate the bilinear data products, as in the case of Wigner distribution (WD), whereas Time-Frequency Based Instantaneous Frequency Estimation of Sparse Signals from an Incomplete Set of Samples signals with higher order phase nonlinearities require the application of polynomial and other higher order distributions [2] - [11] . It is interesting to note that depending on the chosen distribution order, the concentration spread factor can be arbitrary decreased, yielding to high concentration even for signals whose IF varies very fast.
In this paper, the possibility of IF estimation is observed from the perspective of compressive sensing theory. The aim is to show that a reliable IF estimation can be obtained from a very small set of samples, if this available set is sufficient to provide successful CS reconstruction. The CS assumes that the signal is sparse, and thus we need to assure sparse highly concentrated spectral representation using proper LAF and TFD. As mentioned before, the choice of suitable LAF provides signal stationarization and sparse sinusoidal characteristics within the window, which is amenable to CS recovery algorithms [12] - [17] . Due to the coarsely under-sampled signal, the corresponding TFD will be seriously affected by the noise, with the amplitudes of components far below the exact values.
Therefore, we apply the CS reconstruction to recover the missing LAF samples and to achieve an ideal timefrequency representation (TFR). In that sense, the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm [14] is applied to the bilinear or higher order LAFs (on a window by window basis), in lieu of the Fourier transform, to produce ideal TFR. Note that the OMP was successfully applied to another form of autocorrelation function in [18] where cyclostationarity is examined for bands detection in the radio spectrum.
The paper is organized as follows. A theoretical background about the IF estimation using time-frequency distributions is provided in Section II. The IF estimation based on a small set of samples has been considered in Section III, as well as the OMP based ideal time-frequency representation. The experimental results are presented and discussed in Section IV, while the concluding remarks are given in Section V. 
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
where the distribution is centered around the IF. However, the level of concentration depends on spread factor Q(t, ) and the Fourier transform of the employed window function W( ). The factor Q(t, ) is caused by higher order phase derivatives. The constant is determined by the order of distribution, e.g., for quadratic distributions, we have =1.
One of the most commonly used TFDs is the WD:
It is interesting that the WD can be defined using the STFT as follows:
In this way, it is possible to avoid generating of the cross-terms which are the main WD drawback. The WD provide an ideal concentration for linear frequency modulated signals (chirps), while in the case of non-linear IF, higher order distributions should be used to reduce the spread factor Q(t, ). An efficient higher order distribution is the L-Wigner distribution. It is derived from the standard WD by applying the frequency linearization around a considered time instant t:
where L w is a window function and L is an even integer greater than one. In practical applications, it is simpler to use the recursive formula given by:
where LWD 1 =WD.
In the case of signals with higher order polynomial phase function, the polynomial distributions (PD) can be used [5] , [6] . A commonly used form of the PD is given by [5] 
In the case of fast varying IF (e.g, sine of cosine modulated phase function), the complex-time distributions are usually considered [8] - [10] . As one of the most interesting and commonly used cases of complex-time distributions is defined as follows:
The dominant term in the spread factor of CTD 4 is of the fifth order which assures an ideal concentration for signals with polynomial phase up to the fourth order. Therefore, the distribution (8) provides significant concentration improvement with respect to the quadratic distributions, but also improvements compared to the polynomial distribution (of the same order N=4).
Generally, all of the mentioned TFDs can be defined as the Fourier transform of the corresponding LAF:
where general form of the LAF is denoted as a function of t and , i.e, ( , ) t . Notations ( , ) TFR t and ( , ) t will be used in the sequel for time-frequency representation and the LAF respectively, instead of each individual case considered in this Section.
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INCOMPLETE SET OF SAMPLES
A. IF estimation using a small incomplete set of signal samples
The local auto-correlation function that coincides with the signal's phase function allows us to linearize and sparsify frequency characteristics of signal within the window. Hence, the aim of the LAF is to shape local signal characteristics as close as possible to the sinusoidal characteristics, in order to be able to provide reliable representation using very limited set of samples. Now, assume that the LAF denoted as ( , ) t has a sparse representation for a certain time instant t j obtained using an N N orthonormal basis matrix : , such that only K out of N (K<<N) transform coefficients are nonzero [23] , [24] . Furthermore, we consider that represents the inverse discrete Fourier transform matrix (IDFT). The idea of the proposed approach is to show that even if we do not have all N samples of ( , ) t , it is possible to achieve an efficient IF estimation using a small set of M samples in ( , ) t , where M<<N holds. Hence, for an incomplete set of samples we can summarize two criteria which are required for the choice of distribution and the IF estimation:
1. The LAF should be directly related to the expected signal form, locally reducing the problem to the linear phase case. The auto-correlation function chosen in that way will provide a locally sparse signal with one frequency component, which needs just a couple of samples for its reconstruction [25] . In real applications, we usually can approximately assume the signal's IF law based on the nature of physical phenomena described by the signal.
Therefore, we can say that a phase of certain signal is polynomial of order 3 or 4, or sine/cosine modulated in the case of some micro-Doppler radar signals, etc. Consequently, we can choose the LAF and corresponding TFD to eliminate the influence of higher order phase derivatives and to provide high concentration along the IF.
2. The LAF is defined in its generalized form as a product of P different signal terms x i , i=1,…,P:
where P is the order of the distribution, while the discrete signal terms are denoted by x i . The samples in can be taken randomly from each signal term x i . Namely, we consider the case of compressed sampled signal, meaning that x i does not contain the entire set of samples, but just a small randomly positioned subset. The values at the positions of missing samples are set to zero. Here it is important to emphasize that the missing samples may appear as a consequence of random and compressive sensing/acquisition, or in some applications, due to the elimination of samples corrupted by noisy pulses.
If we would like to take independently randomized samples in each signal term, then the resulting should satisfy:
Recall that in the case of standard IF estimation, a monocomponent signal is assumed. Thus, if ( , ) t provides an ideal representation, then K=1 holds, resulting in much relaxed conditions. In order to estimate the IF, we need just a few samples:
The IF can be therefore estimated by:
where ( , ) TFR t represents the corresponding time-frequency representation obtained as the Fourier transform of function ( , ) t which has a small random set of non-zero values.
B. OMP based ideal time-frequency representation
The OMP algorithm has been known as the iterative signal reconstruction procedure. In each iteration, the OMP searches for the maximum correlation between the measurements and the transform matrix. Thus, through the iterations it selects a certain number of columns form the transform matrix, where this number is defined by the given number of iterations. The least square optimization is performed afterwards in the subspace spanned by all previously picked columns. In the case when we need the TFR, and not only the IF estimation, we may benefit from applying the OMP algorithm. Namely, by recovering the full auto-correlation function, we can produce an ideal TFR. It is important to emphasize that only the first iteration of OMP is used, which simplifies the calculation procedure.
If we observe the vector of the LAF samples for a single time instant t j denoted as:
then the optimization problem can be defined as follows:
where ( , ) j TFR t is a vector of ideal time-frequency representation at the time instant t j , while is the inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) based CS matrix. The OMP is a stepwise forward selection algorithm and can be easily implemented. Since we are looking for a single component at each considered instant t j , the minimization procedure for obtaining the ideal TFR can be reduced to a simplified version of the OMP with a single iteration. The steps of the simplified OMP algorithm are given below:
Step 1: Set residual Step 3:
Note that the spectral noise caused by missing samples does not influence the result of OMP algorithm as long as the signal component is dominant over noise components. This further means that we need to ensure a necessary and sufficient number of available samples, which is elaborated and verified in the experiments, using different scenarios, and different types of signals and distributions.
In order to summarize, the procedure for OMP based calculation of the ideal TFR, the flowchart is provided in (15) In order to estimate the IF, a suitable TFD should be chosen. Hence, the WD is applied to the signal x 1 (t), the L-WD and polynomial distribution (PD) are used for x 2 (t) and x 3 (t), respectively, while CTD is used for x 4 (t). Namely, as the phase nonlinearity increases from x 1 (t) to x 4 (t), we should increase the distribution order, as well. Snap shots for some of the distributions at a single time instant (that corresponds to single windowed signal segment) are illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Let us firstly discuss the case when the randomly chosen samples have the same positions in different signal terms x i .
Only M=4 samples are used for all distributions to yield accurate IF estimation, as shown in Fig. 2 . Note that 3 independent samples would be enough, because a sinusoidal function, can be completely specified by three non-zero samples taken at any 3 points in its period [25] . However, in practical applications, some additional samples are needed (e.g., 4 or 5 samples) in order to ensure that 3 of them would be independent within the period.
The detected positions of maximums depicted in Fig. 2 are 46, 108 and 51, respectively, being equal to the exact IF at the three considered time instants.
Furthermore, without loss of generality, we observe the case of the WD and x 1 (t), for different number of samples within the window: 12.5%, 25%, 20% and 25% (Fig. 2) . We might observe how the peak detection becomes more reliable as the number of available samples increases. According to the previous analysis, if the number of non-zero samples in (defined by (11) ) is at least M=4, the position of maximum in the transform domain will be exactly at the IF position. If the signal samples are independently and randomly selected in signal terms x i , in order to be sure that we have M 4 measurements in for all time instants, we need at least 25% of samples (note that in Fig. 3 we show that M=4 even for 12.5%, but this is just for particular time instant). Observe that, the peak component corresponding to the IF becomes more enhanced as the number of measurements increases (Fig. 3) . For the signals x 2 (t), x 3 (t), and x 4 (t), we use higher order TFD to provide sparse representation. In the case of higher order distributions (PD and CTD) and independently random samples selection, we need 30-35% samples in each x i to assure that the number of measurements in will be M 4 for each time instant. x t e g t . The IF estimation based on the WD is considered for the samples of signal x 1 (t), while the PD is used for signal x 3 (t). The experiments have shown that the number of samples needed for an accurate IF estimation is M=10 (out of 128, which is less than 8% of samples). The should be higher (e.g., SNR=12 dB), since within the six-term LAF constituting the PD, the Gaussian input noise becomes highly impulsive.
The standard WD of noisy full data set x 1 (t) is given in Fig 7. a for a single time instant, while the WD calculated using reduced data set with M=10 is shown in Fig 7. b (note that the maximum corresponds to the exact IF). The OMP based ideal WD distribution for a single time instant is given in Fig 7. c. Similarly, the same analysis is The possibility of estimating signal's IF, in the case when we deal with an incomplete and random set of signal samples, is analyzed. The IF estimation based on the several time-frequency distributions is considered. It is shown that the IF can be accurately estimated by using only few samples, if the auto-correlation function, used to define certain time-frequency distribution, reduces frequency non-linearity to the sinusoids. Furthermore, it has been shown that applying the reconstruction algorithm to the auto-correlation function, which coincides with signal's phase nonlinearities, can lead to an ideal time-frequency representation.
